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Commercial Space Travel is a new industry aiming to bring the life-changing experience of space 
travel to the public. A trip that was previously reserved for only the most elite astronauts in the world 
who underwent years of torturous training, is becoming available to anyone who can get a ticket. 
Virgin Galactic is one of the first companies commercializing space travel as a tourist commodity, 
and the demand has been insane. They have reported over 700 registrations already with the first 
flights planned for 2023. Unfortunately, for a 90 minute space trip, the price for a single ticket begins 
at $450,000 - a price that prevents 99.9% of the world from being able to access these journeys.


The problems don’t quite stop there. With only a handful of seats available on a limited number of 
spaceships, wait times can lead up to years. In addition, passengers have to undergo basic astronaut 
training, most businesses are based out of the United States and servicing English speakers, and 
companies reserve the right to select who makes the journey. Clearly, the barriers to entry are high.


Space Coin Project is aiming to solve some of these problems by bringing decentralization and fair 
pricing, such that regular people can be a key part of the future of space flight. Through voting, 
staking and other opportunities, anyone holding at least one SPJ will be in a position to afford space 
travel when it goes commercial. They will also be able to participate in the decision making process 
for space travel services.


The Motivation for Creating Space Coin Project

Each ticket for a ride to space costs nearly half a million dollars! For almost everyone in the world 
that means this opportunity is entirely impossible to access. Space Coin Project was inspired to 
create a decentralized system that gives everyone in the community a chance to own tickets to seats 
on the ship; Space Coin Project is out to create a fair equitable experience for the cost of a trip to 
space, and to open up the opportunity for space travel to everyone.


Space Coin Project is creating a concierge service for customers to fairly purchase tickets and take a 
trip to space. As space travel becomes more and more common, the companies offering these 
services will gradually increase, but the prices range dramatically and so do the services included. 
Part of Space Coin Project’s process is to enable users to swap their tokens for the ticket of their 
choice. This purchase comes along with personalized features delivered through the Space Coin 
Project Concierge. This means that customers can compare companies and service providers side-
by-side and customize their experience to however suits them best.


With space travel companies reserving the seats for influential individuals, the possibility for 
someone without the proper connections, to access American/English speaking facilities and get a 
seat on the spaceship, becomes limited. Space Coin Project solves this problem by creating a social 
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movement with a decentralized organization at its core to represent the community of space 
enthusiasts around the world, and gain the attention and recognition of the businesses operating 
these trips. As a premier concierge service Space Coin Project guarantees the comfort and ease of 
your experience no matter where you are in the world!
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Space Coin Project is the First Concierge Service for Space; 
Here’s How It Works:

The Space Coin Project will undergo appropriate audits to ensure security and validity.

The SpaceDAO will open and release the process for converting SPJ into a space trip.


SPJ will first be available through a fair launched Token Offering on SushiSwap. 


Users can immediately trade a specific number of their tokens, decided by the SpaceDAO, to 
redeem concierge services and a ticket to space. 

The team then communicates with several space travel companies on behalf of the user and 
offers them various trip options. When the user selects an option, the founding team and 
SpaceDAO go ahead to extract liquidity in the form of ETH or USDC from the Exchange’s 
Automated Market Maker, and burn both the SPJ extracted from the contract and those 
turned in by the user. 

Next, the funds are liquidated into fiat and used to pay for the ticket. The user does not have 
to deal with any of these complexities and can simply turn their crypto into an experience 
with a few simple clicks.


The experience is guided and translated into numerous languages for the ease of the 
passenger. Space Coin Project also provides air and hotel booking through our concierge 
with recommendations to aid in the simplicity of the experience. Our job is to make your 
experience to and from space the best it can be!


Once a user claims ownership of their token, they can simply join the SpaceDAO Discord and 
verify their ownership in the channel. As soon as this is done, they can access private chats 
with other space enthusiasts and geek out about the future of space travel. 


Beyond this, redeeming tokens for a ticket to space earns a user an exclusive NFT that 
commemorates their delightful journey. This commemorative NFT is a ticket into another 
private Discord group of space travelers to share experiences about the inspiring adventure 
with others that have also made the trip to space.



SpaceDAO

The SpaceDAO is in charge of fairly burning tokens in exchange for liquidity to purchase tickets for 
various voyages to space. When a user purchases a Space flight using SPJ they have to send tokens 
equivalent to the value of the ticket, to a smart contract. These tokens are then burned and trigger 
the SpaceDAO to extract liquidity from the contract. Extracted liquidity will be in the form of ETH, 
USDC, or another major asset, with an equivalent amount of SPJ. The SPJ extracted alongside the 
liquidity are also burned.


The SpaceDAO is an integral part of creating a community of space enthusiasts, and represents the 
broad spectrum of individuals fascinated with the stars. As such, the SpaceDAO will aim to join the 
Commercial Spaceflight Federation and other organizations bridging the gaps between businesses 
operating within the industry. 


Owning SPJ gives users the right to participate in SpaceDAO and vote on key initiatives including any 
future changes to the liquidation process. The most important part of the SpaceDAO is determining 
the amount of tokens a user needs to redeem for a trip to space. By working together at SpaceDAO 
we hope to aid in the adoption of space travel by collectively being able to purchase large amounts of 
space travel tickets so that more and more people can experience this opportunity.
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Space Coin Project is a novel system created to give ordinary people an opportunity to take a 
trip to space by purchasing and staking SPJ and participating in the activities of the 
decentralized space flight community emerging in Web3. A big part of this initiative is to 
create relationships with space travel companies and have them join these contests as well. 
SpaceDAO is aiming to bring the centralized and decentralized space enthusiast communities 
together in a way that has never been done before!


Why is a DAO Important for Space?

Space has captivated humanity for centuries, but when space exploration became a reality, it did so 
due to public funding from the world’s governments. While state-based actors like the US are and 
should remain contributors to our interstellar explorations, we as a species yearn to experience the 
universe beyond our planet. 


SpaceDAO can help humanity realize that space travel is underfunded at the species level; it can also 
enable hundreds of thousands of new actors to be an integral part of a global space agency as direct 
contributors to the ecosystem.
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SpaceDAO’s fund allocation and ticket purchasing can be openly organized with all operations being 
agreed upon in advance via smart contracts. Furthermore, SpaceDAO can facilitate trust with the 
public to become the goto concierge service for the best method of traveling to space.

Space Is For Everyone

The Commercial Spaceflight Federation is the leading voice for the commercial spaceflight 
industry. Founded in 2006, CSF and its 85+ members are laying the foundation for a 
sustainable space economy and democratizing access to space for scientists, students, 
civilians, and businesses. SpaceDAO and Space Coin Project aim to join initiatives such as the 
Commercial Spaceflight Federation. SpaceDAO will, through the promotion of web3 
technology, help inspire Earth’s next generation of engineers and explorers.
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Opening Access to Space Travel

Listed here are some of the top Space Travel companies that service the public and are the major 
experiences Space Coin Project aims to integrate into the ticket offering.


1 The Virgin Galactic Space Flight

The world’s first commercial spaceline aimed at connecting people across the globe to the 

wonders of space travel. Experience weightlessness, breathtaking views of Earth, and a 

life-changing transformation through our unique and innovative spaceflight system, all in 

unparalleled comfort.


The trip will take passengers on a 90 minute journey outside the atmosphere allowing 

breathtaking views of the earth while in zero gravity!



2 Orbital Reef by Blue Origin

Orbital Reef will be the premier mixed-use space station in low Earth orbit. Blue Origin, 

Sierra Space, Boeing, Redwire Space, Genesis Engineering Solutions, and Arizona State 

University form the industry and academic team that will deliver Orbital Reef in this 

decade.


3 SpaceX’s Human Space Flight

SpaceX also offers commercial flights to both Earth and Lunar orbit, allowing passengers 

to experience our beautiful blue planet from over 300km up. 
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Space Coin Tokenomics

Space Coin Project
Token Name

SPJ
Token Ticker

ERC-20 Token
Type

Initial Supply: 5,000,000,000

Category Token Amount % of Supply

Initial circulating supply: 2,000,000,000 SPJ


Initial market cap: $10,000,000 USD


Fully Diluted Initial Market Cap: $25,000,000


Public sale price: $0.000016 USD =>0.0000000053 ETH


~ ETH <-> SPJ 

Fair Launch on SushiSwap 30%

Public IEO on SuperioremEx 15%

Marketing & Growth 15%

Team & Advisors 10%

Staking Rewards 20%

Community Rewards

DAO Treasury

1,500,000,000

750,000,000

750,000,000

500,000,000

1,000,000,000

250,000,000

250,000,000

5%

5%



Space Coin Project Utility

SPJ is a utility token in the Space Coin Project ecosystem. It is the primary means of interacting with 
the decentralized space flight community emerging in web3. 
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1 Staking will be immediately available on release of SPJ. SPJ can be staked to earn more 

SPJ! This is a novel way for early adopters who believe in the project to one day be able to 

afford a space flight even if they don’t have the capital upfront. 


2 Voting will also be immediately available upon release of SPJ. Getting staked in the pool 

acts as a proof-of-lock and gives you the right to participate in the ecosystem as a voter! 

Locking tokens is beneficial for the ecosystem because it shows businesses interested in 

partnering with the Space Coin Project that the community is committed to its success. 

Topics to be voted upon will be proposed by the core Space Coin Project team and 

community members to help guide the progress of the project in an open and fair way.
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Space Coin Project Roadmap

Phase 1

 Launch Space Coin Project whitepaper, website, and Twitter

 Token contract audit

 Space DAO goes live with SPJ Staking

 Voting mechanism made available to the community

 Initial Token Offering goes live.

Phase 2

 Initial DEX offering on sushi swap 

 Initial Exchange offering on SuperioremEx

 Release token ownership verification for participation in the SpaceDAO

 Listing on Coinmarketcap

 Listing on Coingecko

Phase 3

 Community airdrop rewards

 Utilize token liquidity to acquire and offer tickets to the Virgin Galactic space flights

 Take Space Coin Project cross chain to increase accessibility

 Space Coin Project joins the Commercial SpaceFlight Federation to increase our reputation 

and relationships in the industry.

To Infinity and Beyond

 SPJ becomes the de facto space travel currency in the known universe

 SpaceDAO will become the first decentralized coalition of individuals funding space travel.


